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Bruce Lach has 40+ years of IT and General Management experience.
During his first 20 years, he spent time in “corporate America” with IT
stints at Twin City Federal, General Mills and Land O’Lakes. In the mid90’s, Bruce began leading start-up and small businesses providing IT
services to large enterprises in the Twin Cities area. Many of these
services were focused on building data warehouses for familiar
companies including Wells Fargo, Toro, Valspar, Harvest States, and
more. In the decade prior to joining SUCCESS, Bruce was a “turnaround
guy” consulting with distressed and mildly profitable businesses to
improve business operations and profitability leveraging Theory of
Constraints.
Brent is responsible for the growth, strategy, and development of the
sales and marketing teams at SUCCESS Computer Consulting. As the
Vice President of Business Development, he constantly seeks innovative
ways to reach businesses and connect them with our experts to help
them integrate technology with their business goals. Brent’s leadership
is key to helping SUCCESS’ clients experience the promise of technology.

Jamie leads all technical operations teams at SUCCESS to provide our
clients with best-in-class technical support and customer service. Jamie
plays a primary role in developing SUCCESS’ technical services, policies,
and processes. He works directly with the help desk, field, and project
services teams to ensure a seamless experience for our clients.
Additionally, Jamie heads up the development of SUCCESS’ technical
maturity models to ensure our clients have meaningful technology plans
that align with their business priorities and they realize significant
business results from their technology investments. His passion for
technology and wide-ranging experience in network engineering and
compliance allow him to be an excellent technology leader.
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Brandon Nohr leads SUCCESS Computer Consulting’s long-term
technology vision and is responsible for the continuous development
and evolution of SUCCESS products, services, and technical standards.
With an IT track record spanning over 20 years, Brandon’s experience in
the industry and leadership in the community has led to a reputation
BRANDON NOHR
that is second to none. He began his consulting career by designing and
Chief Technology Officer, CEH supporting custom software solutions for the service industry, joined
651-338-5063
SUCCESS in 2007 as a project engineer, and evolved into a technical
brandonn@sccnet.com
leadership role in which he was responsible for developing a business
intelligence practice. Presently, Brandon completed his Certified Ethical
Hacker certification and is key in developing solutions that protect the
businesses SUCCESS serves.
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Scott Wiyninger is the Sales Manager at SUCCESS Computer
Consulting. He leads both the sales and account management
teams. Scott began his career as a music teacher prior to moving into a
professional sales career. After 10 years of selling telephone systems to
SMB companies, he moved into IT sales and sales leadership. Scott is
passionate in applying his education and coaching background to
empower the SUCCESS team in educating our clients on the possibilities
and risks in IT and IT Security.
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Vanessa leads SUCCESS Computer Consulting’s marketing strategy. Her
responsibilities include creating marketing campaigns that align with
business goals, producing and overseeing digital content, managing
events, and using insights to fuel strategy. Vanessa thrives on seeking to
understand the most effective ways to market to our audience using
digital methods. Presently, Vanessa is the lead content creator for
Microsoft Teams, producing blog articles and presenting quarterly at
marketing events.
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